Abstract. Galerkin fully discrete approximations for parabolic equations with time-dependent coefficients are analyzed. The schemes are based on implicit Runge-Kutta methods, and are coupled with preconditioned iterative methods to approximately solve the resulting systems of linear equations. It is shown that for certain classes of Runge-Kutta methods, the fully discrete equations exhibit parallel features that can be exploited to reduce the final execution time to that of a low-order method.
Introduction.
In this paper we shall analyze fully discrete Galerkin type approximations to solutions of the following initial-boundary value problem: Let fi be a bounded domain in R^ with smooth boundary 9fi. A real-valued function u is sought, satisfying (/, } is symmetric, uniformly positive definite, and /0 > 0 on fi X[0, /*]. In order to guarantee the convergence results below, we shall assume that /, , /0 are sufficiently smooth, and u° is sufficiently smooth and compatible so that u has the required regularity.
In [11] , Crouzeix analyzed fully discrete approximations to u that are based on Runge-Kutta methods. His methods require, however, the solution of linear systems with different coefficient matrices at each time step. We shall call this the base scheme. An efficient procedure applied by Douglas, Dupont and Ewing [13] to a Crank-Nicolson discretization of a quasi-linear parabolic equation, consists in using preconditioned iterative methods with a preconditioner that does not change at every step, to approximately solve the underlying base scheme. In [5] Bramble and Sammon used similar iterative methods in their analysis of higher-order (3rd and 4th) single-step fully discrete approximations.
These iterative methods require the stability and consistency estimates to hold in a special norm induced by the preconditioning operator or equivalents thereof. We obtain stability and convergence results for the base scheme in such an appropriate norm without requiring stronger regularity assumptions on u. We construct and analyze preconditioned iterative methods to approximately solve the linear systems that are efficient and preserve the order of convergence of the schemes. We specifically consider two such schemes. For the first, at every step, using extrapolation of previous values, we obtain an initial approximation which is within the global order of accuracy of the method, which is then refined an additional 0(k) by a preconditioned iterative method. This scheme requires 0(\nk'x) iterations per step, where k is the step size.
Our second scheme requires the use of Runge-Kutta methods which are dissipative in a certain sense. For these schemes, it can be shown that the average work per step is independent of k. This is achieved by using initial approximations which are within the local order of accuracy of the method. This scheme is similar to Algorithm 2 of Bramble and Sammon [5] . See also [13] .
Furthermore, we show that for a specific class of Runge-Kutta methods, the system relating the intermediate values decouples, whereas all these values can be solved simultaneously, i.e., in parallel. One such family of methods is given by the (real) collocation methods whose corresponding rational functions have distinct real poles. In [4] it is shown that this family of (arbitrarily high-order) methods has the required ^0-stability property, provided the poles are chosen between 0 and -2. For such methods, the rate of convergence is q + 1, where q is the number of intermediate values.
Two additional points worth mentioning are that under certain conditions the fully discrete approximations exhibit decay (as does u(t)); moreover, no use is made of inverse assumptions. The paper is organized as follows: In Section two we set the notation and list the spatial approximation results to be used. Section three is devoted to the description of the Runge-Kutta methods and their required properties. In Section four we prove stability and convergence of the base scheme. In Section five, we construct and analyze two variants of the base scheme obtained by approximately solving the linear systems by a preconditioned iterative method. We also show that if the rational function corresponding to the Runge-Kutta method has distinct poles, then both variants exhibit parallel features.
For r > 2, let ( Sh} h > 0 denote a family of finite-dimensional subspaces of L2 and assume that there holds, for »e//'n Hi,
where P0 is the L2-orthogonal projection operator onto Sh. We assume that there exists a seminorm || • ||, on Sh + (H2 (~) Hi) which is actually a norm on Sh. We assume that there exists a smooth family {Th(t)}: L2 -» Sh of approximating operators with the following properties: (i) For each re [0,t*], Th(t) is selfadjoint, positive semidefinite on L2 and positive definite on Sh.
(ii) There exist constants c(j) independent of h such that (2.2) |(72'>(0 -T^(t))f\\+h\\(T^(t) -T^(t))f\\, < c(j)km-2, ;>0,2</< r, /e//'~2,0< í < í*.
(iii) Denote the inverse of Th(t) on S1,, by Lh(t). [Lh(t)) is a smooth family of symmetric, positive definite operators on Sh with (2.3) c1||</>||Í<||<í)||2/<c2(LA(0<í),<í>), Û<K(',^( 2.4) |(L</>(0<^)|^;')||<í>yií<||/, y>0,0<í«*)^6Sí.
Galerkin methods giving rise to operators rA(f) satisfying the above assumptions include the standard Galerkin method, two methods of Nitsche and the Lagrange multiplier method of BabuSka. For the verification of these properties, see [17] .
The following two inequalities are direct consequences of (2.3) and (2.4) (cf. [3] ),
Note that || ■ || is used here to denote the L2 operator norm restricted to Sh. For 0 < t < t*, let w(t) = PE(t)u(t) denote the "elliptic projection" of u(t), the solution of (1.1), where PE(t) denotes the operator Th(t)L(t): H2 n i/¿ -* Sh. With ■q(t) = w(t) -u(t), a suitable extension of Proposition 2.1 of [5] gives (2.7) ||t,<>)(í)||+ /i|hO)(0||/ < cA'll«0!^^., j> 0,2 < /< r, s,t à [0,t*].
Note that the case j' = 0 follows directly from (2.2).
Let k = t*/n* be the time step size with n* a positive integer. With L"h denoting Lh(t") = Lh(nk), 0 < n < n*, for c > 0 we define the family of norms on Sh (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) \U\\\l"=U\\2 + c\\(kL"h)l/2<¡>(, *eS, It follows from (2.6) that these norms are equivalent. For cx, c2 > 0, (2.9 ) dx(cx,c2)\y\\\^m<\\\<t>\l^n <£ d2(cx,c2)\\\<t,\l2m, 0 < n,m < n*.
3. The Fully Discrete Approximations. In this paper, we shall consider Implicit Runge-Kutta methods, IRK for short. These methods are characterized by a set of
where the integer q 3* 1 is the number of intermediate stages.
Given an approximation i/A" to u(nk), where u is the solution of (1.1), we define U¡,' + x in the following way:
Uh"+l = Uh"-klZblLh(t"-,)Uh"\ Here t"J = t" + kr¡, j = l,...,q, and X is a positive constant to be appropriately chosen below. If the array A, (A)tj = a¡¡, is invertible, as will be the case with all the IRK methods considered in this paper, then (3.1) can be written in the form (3.1') Uh"+1 = (1 -bTA~le)U£ + bTA-xÜh", where b,e e Rq are given by b = (bx, b2,..., bq) and e = (1,1,..., 1); and Ühn e yh = (Shy is given by Üh" = (Uh"\..., Uf).
To every IRK method, there corresponds the rational function r(z) = 1 -zbT(I + zA)'xe, representing the map y"+x = r(kX)y" obtained by applying the method to the ODE y' = -Xy. Often it is more convenient to characterize the stability and accuracy properties of the IRK method in terms of r(z).
We shall consider IRK methods which yield (unconditionally) stable and accurate approximations to u. Specifically, we consider methods for which (3.4) |/-(z)|<l, z>0. Note that (3.4) implies that (3.5) 1 > r(z) > -1 + S for some S ^ 0 and all z > 0.
It is well known that ||«(0II is a decreasing function of r. It would be preferable then to use methods which transmit this property to the approximations. For such a purpose, the following property is crucial: (3.6) sup |r(z)|<l.
;»y>0
Note that since r(0) = 1, if (3.6) holds, then 8 > 0. We shall also consider IRK methods possessing the so-called Algebraic Stability property (cf. [7] , [9] , [12] ) ' b¡ > 0, (3 7) This concept of stability is not only stronger than that of (3.4) but also encompasses that of ß-stability (cf. [12] ).
We shall require these methods to satisfy the following two consistency conditions: Let p > 1 and p > 2 be the largest integers for which there hold (3.8) bTre = j^j, 0</<r-l, (3.9) AT'e = j^rtl+xe, 0 </</>-2,
where Ï is the diagonal matrix T = diag( rx,...,rq).
In general, v < 2q and p < q + 1. It also follows from (3.8) and (3.9) that In the sequel, we shall prove 0(kmm("p) + hr) rate of convergence estimates for the approximations generated by (3.1)-(3.3) with IRK methods satisfying (3.4), (3.8) and (3.9) . We would thus like to work with methods for which p attains its upper bound q + 1. In this respect, the class of (real) Implicit Runge-Kutta Collocation methods (IRKC) is particularly interesting (cf., e.g., [4] ). Arbitrarily high-order (v = p > 2) and stable (in the sense of (3.6)) IRKC methods can be generated as follows: For q > 1 and {y,}?_i real, let ß(*) = n (i + y,*) = E vy,
where ( Sj }J_0 are the "symmetric polynomials" in yx, y2,..., yq,
We next define the polynomial 7V(/) = Xj_o(-l)7s/?~V(9 -j)U and let
Further, assume that the following holds, (3.12) We have ( N(t)dt = 0.
•>r, Lemma 3.1 [4] . For any q > 1, let r(z) be given by (3.11) and suppose that (3.12) holds. Then ..,Y9 are all chosen equal to a common value y, then condition (3.12) becomes equivalent to having y satisfy Lxq(l/y) = 0, where Lxq(x) is the Laguerre polynomial of index 1 and degree q. We thus retrieve as a special case a class of "restricted" rational functions used in [2] and [15] , among others.
It is also known that for IRKC methods, yx,...,yq are the eigenvalues of A. Thus, if the y,'s are distinct (in addition to satisfying the conditions of stability and consistency), then we can write A = S~XAS, where A = diag{ yx, ...,yq). In Section 5 we shall show that in this case the equations (3.2) decouple, leading to q independent equations that may be handled simultaneously.
We end this section by exhibiting a family of 2-stage third-order IRKC methods (v = p = 3). Let Yi>Ï2 De two free parameters. The relation (3.12) in this case reduces to (3.14) \ -KYi + Y2) + Ï1Ï2 = 0 and gives v = p = 3. Furthermore, a straightforward computation gives rx = yx + y2
It can be shown that for yx, y2 ^ \, this family of methods satisfies (3.7), and (3.6) if, in addition, yx, y2 > \. In a similar manner, arbitrarily high-order (v = p = q + 1) IRKC methods can be constructed satisfying (3.6). However, it is known that for v 3s 2, (3.7)-(3.9) imply that v = 2q -1 or 2q (cf., e.g., Theorem 1 in [6] ). Thus, for this class of methods, (3.7) cannot hold for q ^ 3. Here A3?H is understood in the sense of composition of operators on Sfh, with A viewed as an operator on (L2)q. Similarly, we define JS?An = diag{LA,..., L"h}. Let us also mention that, in the sequel, || ■ || will also denote the norm {ll^ill2 + '"' +ll<í)<?ll2}1/2. with (^i»--->^?) g^p as well as the corresponding operator norm. We now briefly describe the results of this section. In Proposition 4.1, we establish the invertibility of the operator (/ + kA&H) and obtain estimates on norms of various associated operators, provided the eigenvalues of A satisfy Re X > 0 and X ¥= 0. This condition will be assumed throughout the paper; in fact, we shall assume in Section 5 that the eigenvalues of A are positive, real. The proof is a simplification of that of Crouzeix. We give it here for the sake of completeness. In Theorem 4.1, we obtain a stability estimate for the operator @¡¡ in the ||| • |||-norm, for IRK methods satisfying (3.4) or (3.6). In Theorem 4.2, we obtain an improved stability estimate for methods satisfying a stronger version of (3.7). In Theorem 4.3, we estimate the local truncation error, again in the ||| • |||-norm, for methods satisfying (3.8) and (3.9). These results, when combined, give the convergence of the approximations generated by the base scheme (3.1)-(3.3). Proof, (i) Let S~XAS be the Jordan decomposition of A, with A lower triangular; then / + kASehn = S'X(I + kA^h")S. Let As be the is X is block of A corresponding to the eigenvalue Xs, and consider the diagonal operator SP£S = diag{ Lnh,...,L"h) on (Sh)'-. Now / + kAs<e¡fs is invertible since L"h is symmetric, positive definite, and Re X > 0. It follows that / + kA¡e¡¡ is invertible. Moreover, Proof. We let rA" = r(kL"h) and note that rA" = I -kbTSe¿(I + kA¿eh")-xe. We have 
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Now with E as in (4.6), after lengthy computations, (413) **" " r"h = b^{1 + ^jS?*")"1
Hence, from (2.5), (4.3), and (4.7), for k sufficiently small, (4.14) ||a; -rA"|| + \\(L»h)l/2(a!-r;)(r;)1/a|< c2*, c2 = c • c(i).
Using this and (4.12) in (4.10), we get for any £ > 0, a -c2k -e*)|r+1||2 < (v-^t + c2*)ina -f ([/ -rh"]r,r)
+ e-1*-1||^"+1|2.
Now letting f = (kLnh)x/2V, i = n,n + l, and ¡pn+1 = (kLnh)x^n+x, we get exactly as before,
-^([l-rh"}t,n + e-xk-x\\V+x\\2; (4.9) now follows from the last two inequalities and (2.5). Also, if 5 > 0 and c2 (i.e., c(l)) is small, then it is the case that c < 0. D The constant c in (4.9) is negative provided (3.6) holds and Lh(t) changes slowly with t. We shall show that this latter requirement can be waived in the case of methods that satisfy a stronger stability condition and are dissipative in the sense that (4.15) |r(oo)| =|1 -bTA-xe\ < 1. It follows from (4.9) or (4.16) that |||Z7An|||c.,M < (1 + cAr)n|||i/A0|||t.,0. Now if c is negative, this could be interpreted as decay. For "long time" calculations, the dependence on t* of the constants in (2.4) and (2.3) plays an important role; if these constants grow with /*, then k must be chosen accordingly small in order to have c < 0.
We have assumed above that u° is sufficiently smooth and compatible so that u(t) is smooth for 0 < / < t*. Now since some of the constants t, may be greater than 1, we shall henceforth assume that u(t) is smooth forO<í</** = í* + kma\{0,ma\l(r--1)}.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that the eigenvalues of A satisfy Re\ > 0, X + 0, and that (3.8) and (3.9) hold. Suppose u° is sufficiently smooth and compatible so that u,(t) G Hr n Hi, u(a)(t) <= H2 Pi Hi, u(a+X)(t) eL2,0<(< t**, and that a constant Cp exists such that It remains to estimate the first and last terms in (4.33). These are similar, so only the first term will be considered. We have
Now from (2.7) it follows that (4.42) \\p\\^ck{k°-xh2 + k°}\\u°\\2(a+X).
To estimate ||(JtL;¡)1/2p||, we write with Pg = Th"L", p= Lfko1l«»(t'')-af,"+' (t"+x -s)0'1^a)(s)ds (4-43)^c IIpJIz+cIIL^IKHpII+IIpJI). Now using (2.2) and (2.7) we get ||p,|| + h\\Px\\, < e*"A2||ii0||2(B+1). Also, using L»hP?: = P0L'\ we have ||L".p2|| < ck'\\u%B+l). Hence, (4.44) I(W-!)1/apI <<*{*'+ *-1/a*}|«°|at.+1). under the mild restriction 2a > r. The above inequality also follows from h2 < ck, for any constant c. Alternatively, we could have obtained the bound k{k° + hr) directly at the price of imposing slightly higher regularity on u°. Henceforth, we shall let £= i(k,h,a,r) = k" + ka~xh2 + k°-x/2h + hr. We have Theorem 4.4. Let {l/a"}"10 be given by (3.1)-(3.3) . Then under the conditions of .45) and (4.46) can be described in terms of the dependence on t* of the constants in (2.2)-(2.9) and cß in (4.21), and the sign of c. If c > 0, then c may depend on t* exponentially, regardless of other factors. If, on the other hand, c < 0 and the above constants are independent of t*, then c is also independent of r*.
5. Preconditioned Iterative Methods. The base scheme (3.1)-(3.3) involves solving at each time step a linear system of equations with coefficient matrix / + kA^H (with respect to some basis for Sh). Two major difficulties are immediately revealed. Since A is in general a full matrix (e.g., this is the case if v = p), I + kASPü is, in general, a full q by q block matrix. The second difficulty stems from the fact that S££ depends on n, and hence requires new factorizations at each time step.
In this section, we shall describe two variants of the base scheme, which will substantially alleviate these difficulties, and at the same time, will preserve the stability and accuracy of the base scheme. Furthermore, we shall show that if the eigenvalues of A are real, positive, and distinct, then the q intermediate stages decouple, i.e., they can be solved independently and simultaneously.
We begin by describing a class of Preconditioned Iterative Methods (or PIM) designed to avoid new matrix factorizations at each time step. Such iterative methods were used in the context of time stepping for parabolic problems by Douglas, Dupont and Ewing [13] , and Bramble and Sammon [5] .
Let Jf be a finite-dimensional Hubert space with inner product ( ■, ■ )# and norm II ' lljr= (''■ )jt2-Suppose M, M0 are symmetric positive definite operators on Jf, and are equivalent in the sense that for constants c2> cx > 0, (5.1) cx(M0<t>,<t>)^(M<t>,<l>)^c2(M0<t>,4>)Jf V<#> e jf.
Suppose also that we want to solve the linear system Mx = b, b e Jí?, and that solving the linear system M0y = z is relatively inexpensive. Given x<0) G Jíf, these PIMs (with M0 as the preconditioner) generate approximations {x(J)}j_Q to x. These iterative methods possess the following properties (cf. [1] , [5] ).
(1) Given {x (7)}y_0, calculating x(J+X) involves only evaluating M<¡>, M0<¡>, <£ e je, computing inner products (M<¡>, </>)_*., (M0<j>, Ç)^ and solving linear systems m0<¡> = ip, \p e ye. .1)),
A particularly efficient PIM is the preconditioned conjugate-gradient method, with p(s) = (1 -\fs)/(! + \fs). Also, it does not require knowledge of the constants cx and c2.
In the sequel, we shall let je= Sh and equip it with the L2-norm. Since Sé£ contains operators Lh(-) evaluated at different time levels, we shall consider the splitting / + kAS££ -kA(SC¡¡ -Sé¡¡) and use it to define the iteration (5.3) (/ + kASeh")Vr+x = eUh" + kA(S?h" -Sèh")V,", I -0,1,..., ; V0» 6 ^A.
We shall refer to this as the "outer iteration". The following result concerns the application of (5.3) to the system (5.4) (I + kASèh")V" = eUh".
Proposition 5.1. Let V" e seh be the solution of (5.4) and let {V"}l>0 be given by (5.3). Then for any c* > 0, (5.5) |||K" -K,"+1|IU < c(c*)*|||K" -^HL.,,0, / > 0.
Proof. From (/ + kASCh")(V" -V,"+x) = kA(Sfh" -S?h")(V" -V,"), written as V" -V,"+x = (7 + kASf^)-\kSfh")l/2A(^h")l/2(Seh"-S?h")(^h")l/2
x (kseh")1/2(vn -v,"), (5.5) follows by using (2.5), (4.3) and (2.9) . D
In what follows, we shall be able to restrict the number of outer iterations to one for n ^ a -1. For n < a -1, we need not iterate more than a times.
We shall approximate V"+x in (5.3) using a PIM, which shall be referred to as the "inner iteration". Let S'XAS be the Jordan decomposition of A, with A lower triangular. With V"-'1 an approximation to V", we write (5.3) in the more convenient For Ä > 0 fixed, I + kXL°h and / + kX¡L"h are symmetric, positive definite and equivalent in the sense of (5.1). With an initial guess V¡"¿\, we apply jl+x iterations of the PIM recursively for each i, i = l,...,q. We obtain (5-8) ||*7+1 -r¿Hko < ßi+i\\Ki ->7+ilU ß,+i < 1-We now make the following simple but important observation: If the eigenvalues of A are distinct, then 0, = 0, / = 1,..., q -1, thus the matrix I + kAL"h becomes diagonal and (5.7) decouples into q independent linear systems, which can be handled simultaneously, or in " parallel", on a computer with at least q independent processors. An equally important fact is that we know how to construct IRK methods having the required properties; specifically, the (real) IRKC methods described in Section 3. These methods are of arbitrarily high, optimal order (optimal in the sense that v = p = q + 1) and stable in the sense of (3.6) (or (3.7) for q = 2), and with eigenvalues of A that are real, positive, and distinct. A reasonable choice for À would then be q'1'L^xXi.
We next analyze a procedure that consists of a cycle of one outer iteration followed by a certain number of inner iterations. Proposition 5.2. Suppose the eigenvalues of A a real and positive. Let V"-Jl be an approximation to V", the solution of (5.4), and let Vßf*1 be an approximation to V,"+x, the solution of (5.6), obtained by applying jl+x iterations of the PIM with I + kXL° as preconditioner, X > 0, and initial guess V,"¿\ = V"-Jl. Then With V¿'-° as initial guess, we obtain an approximation V¡J%m to V" by applying the outer-inner cycle a -m times with ßn = ck (note that a -m = 1 for n > a -1).
We then let (along (3.1')) (5.12) Uh"+X = (1 -bTA~xe)Uh" + bTA-xV0"i^--.
We have . Also, following each outer iteration, the inner iterations must produce an O(k) refinement, which in view of (5.2) will require 0(lnk'x) iterations per step. We shall next analyze a second variant of the base scheme which is superior in both respects. It is similar to Algorithm 2 of Bramble and Sammon [5] . This algorithm requires the IRK methods to be dissipative in the sense of (3.6) or as in Theorem 4.2, and necessitates the use of initial approximations more accurate than (5.10), (5.11). However, under these conditions, we will show that we need to take ß" = ctx/}a, for some 0 < c < 1, thus requiring (as in [5] ) an average number of inner iterations per step that is independent of k. Also, the dependence on t* of the error constant is similar to that in Theorem 4.4.
For the second variant of the base scheme, with i/A° given by (3.3), we generate t/A\ ..., l/A+1 using the first variant. For n > a + 2, we shall need to use improved initial approximations to V. For technical reasons, we are unable to use Í/A", U¡¡~x,... as before. We shall instead use the intermediate stages. Assuming t/A°, {U'h + X, Vj,'¿"ñm }"=o\ n > ° + 1» given, we obtain an initial approximation F0"-° by (5.19 
We then apply a single outer iteration followed by jx inner iterations to obtain (5.20) \\\V" -^|,,"+1 < {ck + ß")\\\V" -F0"-0|||c.jB+1.
Our first task will be to estimate |||K" -F0"-0|||c.,"+1. Letting G' = V -V^J---, I = 0,1,..., n* -1, we have +c|IK"t4" -uh-+1\Ù.n+i + ck\\(kL"hy/¿rl
For our next result, we shall require the following condition (5.39) (Q-P)(z) > c(z + z«) Vz>0.
Note that from (3.10) and (3.13), this is satisfied for all IRKC methods for which Y, > 1/2, q > 3, and y, > 1/2, q = 1 or 2. Proof. Let e > 0 be a constant to be appropriately chosen below. Multiplying (5.21) and (5.28) with k~xetn_a and using (4.9), we get License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
